ABSTRACT Surveys searching for transiting exoplanets have found many more candidates than they have been able to confirm as true planets. This situation is especially acute with the Kepler survey, which has found over 2300 candidates but has confirmed only 77 planets to date. I present here a general procedure that can quickly be applied to any planet candidate to calculate its false positive probability. This procedure takes into account the period, depth, duration, and shape of the signal; the colors of the target star; arbitrary spectroscopic or imaging follow-up observations; and informed assumptions about the populations and distributions of field stars and multiple-star properties. Applying these methods to a sample of known Kepler planets, I demonstrate that many signals can be validated with very limited follow-up observations: in most cases with only a spectrum and an AO image. Additionally, I demonstrate that this procedure can reliably identify false positive signals. Because of the computational efficiency of this analysis, it is feasible to apply it to all Kepler planet candidates in the near future, and it will streamline the follow-up efforts for Kepler and other current and future transit surveys.
INTRODUCTION
The first exoplanets found to transit the face of their host stars were all initially discovered by Doppler surveys, which detected minute radial velocity (RV) variations of stars indicative of the gravitational tug of orbiting planets (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000; Butler et al. 2004; Bouchy et al. 2005; Sato et al. 2005) . Surveys designed to detect exoplanets via their transits soon followed (Alonso et al. 2004; McCullough et al. 2006; Bakos et al. 2007; Collier Cameron et al. 2007) , motivated by the wealth of physical information that the light curve of a transiting planet can provide (Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003) . While initial forecasts suggested that such programs would churn out planet detections at tremendous rates (Horne 2003) , the actual yield of ground-based surveys has been much more modest, with only about a dozen discoveries published in the first five years of transit survey operations.
One of the major reasons for this slower-than-hopedfor discovery rate (in addition to the various contributing subtleties discussed in Beatty & Gaudi (2008) ) is the preponderance of various eclipsing stellar binary scenarios mimicking planet transit signals, or so-called "astrophysical false positives," combined with the quantity and expense of the observational resources required to confirm a signal as truly planetary. The classic example of an astrophysical false positive is the case of OGLE-TR-33 (Torres et al. 2004) . Identified by the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) as a transiting planet candidate with a periodic photometric dip of 2%, subsequent follow-up observations seemed only to confirm its planetary nature: periodic RV variations were discovered in phase with the transit signal, no nearby stars were observed to be blended within the photometric aperture, and even the eclipse depth was measured to be color-independent. However, further investigation revealed that various blended eclipsing binary scenarios could fit the light curve just as well as a transiting planet model, and upon careful inspection of the spectral timeseries data it became clear that OGLE-TR-33 was indeed a hierarchical triple system containing an eclipsing binary, and not a transiting planet at all-the apparent Doppler shift of the lines was actually an asymmetry in the combined line profiles of two stars. There were early isolated attempts to statistically quantify the probability that signals might be false positives (Sahu et al. 2006, e.g.) , but this and other similar examples, in addition to theoretical predictions (Brown 2003) , were strong early warnings to the community that false positive scenarios may lurk behind any transit candidate, and that extremely careful analysis is required to rule out false positives in any individual case.
As a result, the traditional method of promoting a transit candidate signal to the status of a bona fide planet involves an in-depth, multi-instrument follow-up campaign. A prototypical example of this procedure is detailed in the discovery paper of TrES-1b (Alonso et al. 2004) , which was the first transiting exoplanet to be discovered by a survey specifically designed for the purpose. The follow-up observations required to confirm this signal as a planet were the following:
• H-and K-band adaptive optics (AO) imaging to rule out contaminating stars of similar brightness outside of ∼0. 3 separation from the target star.
• Medium-resolution Echelle spectroscopy (velocity resolution of 8.5 km s −1 ) at seven epochs, to rule out scenarios involving massive binary companions and to characterize the host star as suitable for further follow-up.
• Multi-color transit photometry with three different facilities in seven different filters (in addition to the discovery data), to check that the eclipse depth is color-independent, consistent with the eclipse of a cold, substellar object.
• High-precision (∼10 m s −1 ) RV measurements with the Keck High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) at eight epochs, which detected the sinusoidal Doppler variation caused by the transiting planet.
The "funnel" procedure established with this discovery, in which a large number of candidates 2 are whittled down by various follow-up observations to identify the few that are worthy of observations with a large telescope such as Keck, was absolutely necessary in the early days of transit surveys, given the scarcity of precise RV spectrometers and the desire to discover and characterize individual exoplanetary systems. Throughout the last decade this has been widely adopted as the follow-up paradigm: find many candidates, identify a subset appropriate for follow-up, and eventually confirm a small number of these with RV measurements. Understandably, most of the exoplanets detected in this manner have been hot Jupiters, given that both their photometric (detection) and Doppler (confirmation) signals are more readily measurable than those of smaller planets.
The Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2008) poses completely different problems, both in scale and specifics, than do ground-based surveys. Not only is the sheer volume of candidates completely unprecedented (over 2300 (Batalha et al. 2012) ), but the keystone of traditional confirmation (RV measurements) is literally impossible to obtain for most of the candidates, given current and immediately foreseeable telescope resources: the stars are too faint and/or the planets are too small. Systems that show multiple transiting candidates sometimes display transit timing variations (TTVs) that may be used to dynamically confirm the planets in the system (Holman et al. 2010; Lissauer et al. 2011; Cochran et al. 2011; Fabrycky et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2012; Steffen et al. 2012) , but the number of systems for which this is feasible is still an overwhelming minority of all the candidates.
Given these difficulties, it has become necessary to adopt a new paradigm of transiting planet confirmation: probabilistic validation. The philosophy behind this strategy is to demonstrate that a particular transit candidate is much more likely to be a transiting planet than it is to be a false positive-which may be the only option available if positive confirmation via RVs or TTVs is impossible or impractical. This has been exemplified by the Kepler team's BLENDER procedure, which is descended from the methods which helped identify OGLE-TR-33 as a false positive, and also used to help confirm other OGLE candidates (Torres et al. 2005, e.g.) . Using a suite of follow-up spectroscopic and imaging observations combined with extensive light curve fitting, BLENDER rules out regions of parameter space where false positive models are unable to fit the photometric data as well as a planet model. First demonstrated with the validation of Kepler-9d (Torres et al. 2011) , this procedure has been used to validate many of the planets which have so far received official Kepler number designations.
However, despite the successes of BLENDER, Kepler still has a problem of scale: BLENDER is expensive, both in CPU-and person-hours, and has not yet been ap-plied to large numbers of candidates in a wholesale manner. As the overall mission of the Kepler project is not individual planet detections (as has been the case with ground-based surveys) but population statistics, there was a need to estimate the a priori false positive probabilities (FPPs) for Kepler candidates, before any follow-up observation or detailed BLENDER-style analysis. This was the inspiration for the work of , which demonstrated that for transit candidates that have passed the vetting tests that are possible with Kepler photometry alone, the FPP is typically around 5% or less.
3 For broad-brush studies to date, this result has been used to essentially ignore false positive contamination when analyzing the statistical properties of the candidate sample.
Despite the reassurance these a priori calculations provide that the broad characteristics of the overall Kepler candidate sample reflect those of the true exoplanet population, there remains significant motivation to push a priori FPP analysis beyond MJ11. First of all, MJ11 did not fully quantify all false positive scenarios; in particular, grazing eclipse signals, non-blended eclipsing binaries, and background blended transiting planets were not considered. A more thorough analysis will further increase the fidelity of the entire Kepler sample and thus enable more nuanced statistical analyses.
Secondly, the framework presented in MJ11 uses only minimal information about the photometric signals; that is, their depth and period. Much more information is available, particularly regarding the shape of the transit. In addition, MJ11 did not provide a transparent way to incorporate the results of follow-up observations to update the a priori calculations. And finally, as the process of probabilistically validating a planet is the same as demonstrating that its FPP is sufficiently low, a more stringent FPP calculation in the style of MJ11 may be used to validate large numbers of transit candidates for which traditional confirmation is difficult or impossible. In addition to enabling ground-based surveys to streamline follow-up efforts, such a tool could ensure that the legacy of the Kepler mission is indeed thousands of transiting planets, not just planet candidates. This paper presents a comprehensive transit candidate validation procedure that is based on the a priori framework of MJ11, yet also uses information about the shape of the transit signal and naturally incorporates (yet does not require) follow-up spectroscopic and imaging observations. An early version of this analysis, representing a halfway point between MJ11 and this work, was used to validate the KOI-961 planets (Muirhead et al. 2012) . Crucially, this method is capable of analyzing large numbers of candidates quickly; the entire end-to-end com-3 The dominant reason why this is much lower than has been the case for ground-based surveys is because the quality of the Kepler photometry allows for much more constraining pre-followup vetting than has been possible with ground-based surveys; in particular, Kepler is able to identify many blended binary scenarios by measuring the target's center-of-light to shift during eclipse. This makes the effective "blend aperture" for Kepler much smaller than for ground-based wide-field surveys. Additionally, the precise photometry can put strict limits on the presence of any secondary eclipse, which further constrains false positive scenarios. And finally, the signals are typically shallower than detected in ground-based surveys, which also contributes to intrinsically lower FP rates. putation for a single transit candidate signal takes only about 10 minutes on a typical personal computer. It is thus capable of being applied to the entire Kepler candidate sample in the immediately foreseeable future. Looking beyond Kepler, the larger goal of this procedure is to revolutionize the follow-up strategy of large-scale transit surveys by reducing the time and and cost necessary to identify false positives or confirm transiting planets, and to enable statistical analyses of transit candidate populations without having to wait for every candidate to be individually solved.
In §2 I review the probabilistic framework introduced in MJ11 and summarize the false positive scenarios considered in this work. I describe the entire procedure in detail in §3, present the results of applying this procedure to a number of previously studied Kepler signals in §4, discuss the relationship of this work to MJ11 in §5, and provide concluding remarks in §6.
2. FRAMEWORK Validating a transiting planet means demonstrating that the false positive probability (FPP) of the signal is small enough to be considered negligible. Regardless of exactly where this threshold lies, the process of validation is the same as carefully calculating the FPP. Following MJ11, I define the FPP for a given transit signal:
where the vertical line means 'given' (i.e. "the probability of there being a planet given the observed signal"), and
In the above equation, L represents the Bayesian likelihood factors (the "probability of the data given the model"), and π represents the priors (the a priori probabilities that each given scenario exists). The TP subscript represents the true transiting planet scenario, or "true positive," and FP represents all of the false positive scenarios.
The false positive scenarios I consider in this analysis are the following:
• A non-associated foreground or background eclipsing binary system is blended within the photometric aperture of the target star (BEB).
• The target is a hierarchical triple system in which two of the components eclipse (HEB).
• The target star is an eclipsing binary (EB).
• A non-associated blended foreground or background star happens to have a transiting planet (Bpl).
This list is more comprehensive than MJ11, which only considered BEBs and HEBs quantitatively, and comprises every conceivable astrophysical false positive scenario.
3. PROCEDURE The validation procedure I present in this paper has the following four steps:
1. Simulate a representative population for each scenario, fixing the period to be that of the transit candidate signal.
2. Use this population to calculate the prior for each scenario, optionally taking into account any followup observations that may exist.
3. Use the same simulated population to calculate the likelihood of the observed transit signal under each scenario.
4. Combine these numbers to calculate the FPP (Eq. 1) of the signal under an assumption of the specific planet occurrence rate; if this number is significantly <1% for a conservative estimate of planet occurrence, then consider the planet validated.
In the following subsections I explain each of these steps in detail, including the important terms in boldface above.
3.1. Population Simulations Central to the validation procedure I present in this paper is the idea of simulating "representative populations." This means using physically and observationally informed assumptions to generate a population of different instances of a particular transit or eclipse scenario, at a given fixed period, such that the simulated population accurately reflects the true population. In other words, a representative population must be created such that each instance in the population is equally likely to exist; this makes averaging over the population trivial, as each instance has equal weight in defining the distribution of any desired quantity. For clarification, in this paper the following boldfaced words conform to this usage: a representative population for a particular scenario (e.g. BEB) is made up of many simulated instances of that scenario. For all the results presented in this paper, I create each representative population to have 20,000 instances.
These simulations necessarily require several assumptions:
• The population of stars in a cone around the line of sight. This requires assumptions about both Galactic structure and stellar evolution. TRI-LEGAL (TRIdimensional modeL of thE GALaxy; Girardi et al. 2005 , and used in MJ11) is a tool perfectly suited to this purpose. TRILEGAL takes as input a given direction and area on the sky, a value for extinction at infinity, and parameterizations of the Galactic structure (e.g. scale height of the disk), and returns an appropriately simulated stellar population, with apparent magnitudes in any chosen photometric system as well as the physical properties of all the stars.
• The properties of multiple star systems. This encompasses both multiplicity fractions and the distributions of physical and orbital properties for multiple systems, such as the mass ratio and eccentricity distributions. All these properties may be adopted based on the statistics of observational multiplicity surveys, such as Raghavan et al.
(2010). To simulate the physical distributions of multiple systems, I first start with a total mass of a star system, split it into two components with 50% probability, and then split one of those into two more with 25% probability. Each time I make a split I choose a mass ratio uniformly between 0.1 and 1. There is no specific physical motivation for this procedure, but it reproduces well the observations of Raghavan et al. (2010) , who observed roughly 35-40% of stars to be in binary systems and about 12% to be in triple or higher-order multiple systems, and a flat mass ratio distribution for binary pairs. Besides the binary fraction, I also must assume a "close binary fraction," which is the fraction of stars that have companions with periods small enough to mimic the observed planet transit candidate population. For this cutoff I choose P < 300 days; according to the period distribution observed by Raghavan et al. (2010) this encompasses about 12% of binary stars. Therefore I assume a "close binary fraction" of 0.05 ≈ 0.4 × 0.12.
Unlike the binary fraction, we do not use a pareddown "close hierarchical fraction," under the assumption that most systems in triple and higherorder systems will undergo significant orbital evolution over their lifetimes, ending up with at least one close pair-and according to studies that have observed this (Tokovinin et al. 2006 ).
• Stellar models. Accurately simulating eclipsing star systems requires assigning appropriate physical and observational properties to simulated binary companions. Given a primary star of a particular mass, age, and metallicity, a simulated binary companion is assigned a mass according to the assumed mass ratio distribution, and then a radius and magnitudes in different passbands according to stellar model predictions for that particular mass, age, and metallicity. Models are also required to accurately simulate a target star as a hierarchical system, which requires estimating absolute magnitudes for the target star in addition to its companions, in order to calculate both blended eclipse depths and the total colors of the system. In this work I use the Padova stellar models (Girardi et al. 2002) for all masses >0.15 M (the lower limit returned by the online interface that provides the models) and the Dartmouth models (Dotter et al. 2008 ) below 0.15 M . Preference is given to the Padova models for the sake of consistency, because they are used to populate the TRI-LEGAL simulations. Below 0.11 M (the lower limit for the Dartmouth models), I use the models of Baraffe et al. (2002) .
• Planet occurrence rate. Somewhat paradoxically, in order to complete the FPP calculation for any given transit signal, prior assumptions about the planet occurrence rate and radius distribution must be made. See section 3.4 for how I treat this delicate issue by introducing the concept of the specific occurrence rate. For the background transiting planet scenario, I use a generic assumption of a 40% planet occurrence rate, with a power
Due to all these assumptions, the procedure I present in this paper is model-dependent. However, this is a feature of all Bayesian analysis, which always depends on assumptions (priors) and models, whether physical or empirical. The advantage of the Bayesian approach is that it provides a natural way to incorporate the existing body of knowledge into a new analysis, and to make assumptions explicit. That is, there has been significant work in astronomy dedicated to investigating Galactic structure, stellar models, and stellar multiplicity, and the strategy of this analysis is to attack this probabilistic validation problem armed with as much of this prior knowledge as possible.
3.2. Priors I define the prior (π i ) for each scenario to be the product of three distinct factors: the probability that the astrophysical scenario in question exists within the photometric aperture, the geometric probability that the orbit is aligned such that an eclipse is visible, and the probability that the eclipse is "appropriate"-that is, able to mimic (or be detected as) a transiting planet. I calculate the first of these factors based on the Galactic population and stellar multiplicity rate assumptions discussed in §3.1, combined with knowledge of the sky area inside which a FP might reside.
The probability of an eclipse occurring, given random orbital orientations with respect to the plane of the sky, is
where R 1 and R 2 are the radii of the two bodies in question; a, e and ω are their orbital semimajor axis, eccentricity, and argument of periastron; and the ± symbol is a + for primary eclipse and − for secondary. 4 Calculating this probability for a particular scenario requires averaging over the distribution of the various physical and orbital quantities of that particular scenario (i.e. larger stars are disproportionately likely to host a binary star that eclipses, for a given period); in practice this is accomplished simply by simulating a representative population ( §3.1) for a particular scenario, assigning isotropic orbital inclinations, and counting what fraction result in an eclipse (either primary, secondary, or both).
In order for an eclipse of a certain scenario to be "appropriate," it must pass all vetting constraints available, and the probability that a certain scenario will result in an appropriate eclipse may be calculated by just counting what fraction of a representative population pass the constraints. For the analysis in MJ11, the only constraint we used was depth: the diluted primary eclipse depth must be deep enough to be detected, while the secondary eclipse depth must be shallow enough not to be detected, given a detection threshold (or one of the eclipses must be missing due to an eccentric orbit). In the present work, I have generalized the framework in order to naturally include different types of supplementary observationseither preparatory or follow-up, as the case may be.
For example, as part of the simulations, I assign each false positive instance apparent magnitudes in many passbands. This allows observed colors of the target star to be used to constrain the population simulations. For example, in the case of Kepler targets, each star has Kepler Input Catalog (KIC) griz + 2MASS JHK magnitudes, and we constrain our representative populations of HEB and EB scenarios to conform to the observed total g − r and J − K colors, to within 0.1 mag (I choose these two colors in particular, and not g − K, for example, to avoid being too sensitive to metallicity effects (Johnson & Apps 2009) ). This results in asymmetric distributions of target star properties, as shown in Figure 1 . If a high-resolution spectrum is obtained for the target star, allowing for spectroscopic measurements of T eff and log g of the star that dominates the system luminosity, then these populations may be constrained to require the primary star to have the measured properties. by the KIC g −r and 2MASS J −K colors. Note how there is a tail of higher-mass systems that can mimic Solar-like colors. This is important for calculating FPP, because systems with higher-mass (and thus higher-luminosity) primaries are more prone to cause false positives with shapes similar to planet transits. If the spectroscopic properties of the primary are measured (e.g. with a high-resolution spectrum), then this significantly constrains the false positive landscape (see Figure 6 ).
In addition, for each blended false positive instance I assign an angular separation from the target star on the sky, assigned differently for different scenarios. An important quantity for this step is the so-called "confusion radius," or the separation from the target star inside which a blend might reside. This may be constrained either by centroid analysis or simply by the size of the aperture, to be most conservative. Chance-aligned blends are assigned positions perfectly uniformly within the confusion radius surrounding the target star, whereas the positions of hierarchical scenarios are assigned according to the assumed orbital distributions and random mean anomalies.
Using these separations in combination with the multiband photometry information, I may use a contrast curve (magnitude contrast as a function of radius from the target star) that results from analyzing a high-resolution follow-up image in any passband to rule out all instances of a particular scenario that could have been detected by the observation. The same principle may be naturally used to rule out instances based on other types of followup, such as multi-color transit observations testing for color-dependent transit depth. After including all available supplementary observational information-or none, as the case may be, in which case the only constraints are the primary/secondary depth conditions and the confusion radius-the "appropriate probability" is then the fraction of instances of a particular scenario that pass all the vetting tests.
3.3. Likelihoods Once the representative population for a given scenario is simulated and vetted according to whatever information is available, then the likelihood L for a given transit signal under that scenario may be calculated. It is at this stage in the procedure that the method introduced in this paper advances most significantly beyond the preliminary work of MJ11, so I will first give a brief review of how we treated likelihoods in that work.
In a Bayesian calculation, the likelihood factor may be colloquially described as "the probability of the data given the model." In the simplest case, if the data consists of a single measurement, and the property being measured follows a known probability distribution, then the likelihood of the data is simply the known probability density function (PDF) of the property evaluated at the location of the measurement. This is exactly how we treated the likelihood factor in MJ11: the "datum" was the depth of the transit signal, and the PDF was determined using the distribution of depths from the representative population simulations.
The crucial step forward I take in this work is to take full advantage of fact that there is much more information in the shape of a transit signal than just its depth. In short, transiting planet and diluted eclipsing binary signals, at a fixed period, generally do not look the same. This is the starting point and backbone of the Kepler team's BLENDER analysis, in which the goodnesses-offit of exhaustive simulations of putative false positive light curve models are compared to the goodness-of-fit of a transiting planet model; false positive models that do not produce acceptable fits are ruled out.
In contrast to BLENDER, I do not fit physical models to light curves to rule out false positive scenarios. Instead, I use the transit signal shape by extending the likelihood analysis of MJ11 into two additional dimensions: duration and slope of the signal, in addition to depth. I accomplish this by using our representative population simulations to define the three-dimensional probability distribution of these transit shape parameters, and then evaluating this PDF for the shape of the observed signal-the exact three-dimensional analogue of the likelihood calculation of MJ11. To enable this, I turn to the simplest of transit shape models: the trapezoid.
For each instance in the representative population of each scenario, I follow a two-step procedure. First, I model the exact shape of the eclipse (accounting for every detail of the eclipsing system including the eccentricity and orbital orientation provided by the simulation) using a limb-darkened eclipse model (Mandel & Agol 2002) with appropriate quadratic coefficients (Claret 2000) , taking into account the 30 minute Kepler long-cadence integration time. Secondly, I fit that physically modeled light curve with a simple trapezoid function. I parameterize the trapezoidal shape with three parameters: depth, total duration (from first to last contact), and the ratio of total duration to ingress time, or "slope," which parametrizes the shape of the signal: i.e. whether it is "box-shaped," "V-shaped," or somewhere in between. From each population I thus obtain a threedimensional scatter plot of shape parameters, which I turn into a three-dimensional PDF using Gaussian kernel density estimation (using the 'gauss kde' routine from the scipy.stats Python library 5 ). Once this PDF has been created for each scenario, the each likelihood may be calculated as well. To this end, I fit the trapezoidal shape to the observed phasefolded transit light curve, using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo routine (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2012 ) in order to obtain reliable error bars (important for signals with lower signal-to-noise ratios). From the MCMC chains I construct a three-dimensional posterior PDF, and then calculate the likelihood by multiplying the two PDFs ("model" and "data") together and integrating over all three dimensions. This is just like the simple likelihood calculation discussed above, except that instead of evaluating the model PDF at a single point, I integrate over the uncertainty in the data values. The procedure is illustrated in the figures in §4, which also give a sense of what the 3D shape distributions look like for different scenarios.
Note that nowhere in this process do I attempt to derive any physical properties (e.g. impact parameter, a/R etc.) from the trapezoidal fit, nor do I at any point fit a physical transit model to the observed data-the trapezoid function is purely descriptive, and precise physical properties of the transiting planet are unnecessary in order to calculate its FPP. I also do not use the candidate's period in the likelihood analysis, apart from the fact that all the simulated scenarios are simulated to have the same period as the candidate. In other words, I do not attempt to compare the period distributions of the various false positive scenarios with an assumption regarding the planet period distribution. The only question I aim to answer with this likelihood calculation is "How much does this signal look like each scenario?" and ultimately "Does this signal look much more like a transiting planet than a false positive?"
Final Calculation
Besides the priors and likelihoods for all the false positive scenarios, calculating the FPP for a transit signal requires assumptions about the true distribution of transiting planets. Here my strategy departs from MJ11. In MJ11, we calculated FPPs under the assumption of an overall 20% planet occurrence rate, and a distribution of planet radii dN/dR ∼ R −2 . In order to avoid such blanket assumptions of planet occurrence rates and radius distributions in this work, I proceed as follows.
Rather than use a generic distribution of planet radii in order to simulate the representative population of transiting planets that I need (in order to determine the TP prior and likelihood necessary to complete the FPP calculation), I instead simulate a distinct "radius bin" population, customized to the signal in question. In other words, I draw planet radii from a uniform distribution between 2/3 and 4/3 the best-fitting planet radius and simulate the representative population of transit signals using these radii. Of course, this nearly always makes the depth of the signal lie very near the middle of the depth distribution; this is by design. If the duration and slope parameters also lie near the middle of the TP distribution while being on the outskirts of all the FP distributions, this may by itself be evidence enough to validate the planet, as I demonstrate in §4.
While simulating the planet population to have just the right size to match the observed signal may seem to give an improper advantage to the planet model, this is perfectly reasonable as long as the prior is treated appropriately. No longer may a generic planet occurrence rate (e.g. "40% of stars have planets") be used; instead, the relevant occurrence rate is the assumed fraction of stars that have planets in the radius bin in question. I call this the specific occurrence rate f p and is defined as an integral over the planet radius distribution function Φ R :
What sort of assumption is reasonable for this f p ? For example, if Φ R (R) ∝ R −2 from 0.5 and 20 Earth radii, 34% of the probability lies between 0.7 and 1.3 R ⊕ , whereas only 3.4% of the probability lies between 7 and 13 R ⊕ . Thus if an overall 40% occurrence rate were assumed with this radius distribution, the specific occurrence rate of a ∼1 R ⊕ planet should be ∼14% and the specific occurrence rate of a 10 R ⊕ planet should be 1.4% (see Figure 2 for more illustration).
However, the motivation for this "radius bin" strategy is to avoid relying on an assumption of an overall planet occurrence rate and radius distribution, and integrating a generic power law to obtain a specific occurrence rate does not accomplish this. Instead, consider the following rearrangement and simplification of Equation 2:
where
with i representing all of the false positive scenarios, f p being the true specific occurrence rate, and L T P equalling π T P L T P if the specific occurrence were unity (i.e. assuming every star has a planet in this radius bin). Equation 5 may be further simplified as
where P = L T P /L F P . This allows me to parametrize the FPP in terms of the unknown specific occurrence rate f p and the factor P , which is independent of assumptions -The specific occurrence rate fp as a function of radius, for three examples of generic radius distributions, all scaling as the inverse square of the planet radius. I define the specific occurrence rate at a particular radius Rp to be the integral of the planet radius probability density function between 0.7Rp and 1.3Rp (Equation 4). Even though the use of the specific occurrence rate in the analysis presented in this paper makes it independent of assumptions of the overall planet rate or the exact shape of the radius distribution, this illustrates what reasonable values of fp might be. For example, it is clear that fp = 0.01 is quite conservative for nearly any planet size, especially for small planets. about either planet occurrence or the true planet radius distribution.
The final result of this validation method may thus be presented as simply this factor P , which contains all the information necessary to calculate the FPP based on an assumed specific occurrence rate (Equation 7). This lends ease to interpretation, as for large values of P , the FPP is very nearly 1/(f p P ). Thus if P = 1000, then under an assumption of f p = 0.5, the FPP is 1 in 500. For f p = 0.2, FPP would be 1 in 200, and so on.
Another useful presentation answers the following question: at what value of the assumed specific occurrence rate would the FPP be low enough to consider the planet validated? This is simply a matter of choosing a target FPP (e.g. FPP V for "validation FPP") and solving for f p in Equation 7:
which may be approximated by f p,V = (P · FPP V ) −1 . For example, for a target FPP of 0.5%, P = 1000 requires f p,V = 0.2 to validate, while P = 2 × 10 4 requires only f p,V = 0.01. Recent results from both RV surveys (Howard et al. 2010) and Kepler suggest that over 40% of stars have planets of some sort within ∼50 day orbits, and that the frequency of planets rises with decreasing radius. Other work indicates both that the average number of planets per star may even be >1 (Youdin 2011) and that fraction of stars with planets may also be close to unity (Cassan et al. 2012) . Thus, if f p,V for a particular transit signal is measured to be significantly below the curves plotted in Figure 2 (e.g. if it is 2-3% for a signal of a 2R ⊕ transit), the planet may be considered securely validated. 
TESTS
In this section I present the results of applying this procedure to a sample of Kepler Objects of Interest (KOIs), all of which have been investigated already by other means. I show in the following subsections that this analysis can both easily validate known planets (using no or very minimal follow-up observations) and identify probable false positives. §4.1 illustrates the procedure in detail using the example of Kepler-19b, §4.2 describes the results of analyzing 17 additional known Kepler planets, and §4.3 discusses application to 13 known or suspected false positives.
Kepler-19b
Kepler-19b, or KOI 84.01, orbits a Sun-like star with a 3.5-day period and has a radius of 2.2 R ⊕ . The discovery paper (Ballard et al. 2011 ) details the sequential battery of tests used to rule out false positive explanations for its photometric signal: first the preliminary tests possible with just the photometry (search for a secondary eclipse and measurement of the in-transit photocenter shift), and then the follow-up observations. The observation follow-up effort included reconnaissance spectroscopy at three epochs using the McDonald Observatory 2.7m telescope, high-precision radial-velocity Keck/HIRES spectroscopy at 20 epochs (though only 8 were used in analysis), adaptive optics (AO) imaging at the Palomar 200-in, speckle imaging at the WIYN telescope in two filters, and 16 hours of Warm Spitzer observation to measure the color dependence of the transit. None of these follow-up measurements revealed any sign of a false positive, and BLENDER analysis combined all these constraints with light curve modeling and estimates of the planet and false positive priors (based on Kepler data itself) to calculate a final false positive probability of about 1 in 7000, validating the signal.
For my analysis of I begin from the assumption that no secondary eclipse is detected in the photometry (at a level of 200ppm), and that photocenter analysis constrains any potential blend to be within 2 at most. I then proceed through the steps detailed . Each of these plots illustrates a three-dimensional probability distribution for the trapezoidal shape parameters (depth δ, duration T , and "slope" T /τ ) for a false positive scenario (see §2 for descriptions of the scenarios). Each of these distributions is made by simulating a statistically representative population ( §3.1) for a scenario and fitting the shape parameters to each simulated instance of the scenario. Each population begins with 20,000 simulated instances, and only instances that pass all available observational constraints are included in these distributions-in this case the constraints are that the blended star be at least 1 mag fainter than the primary target, the lack of an observed secondary eclipse deeper than 200ppm, and that the KIC g − r and 2MASS J − K colors match within 0.1 mag. The pie chart for each scenario illustrates what fraction of the initial simulations pass these tests. On each plot the shape parameters of the transit signal are marked, with the 'X' showing the median of an MCMC fit, and error bars illustrating 95% confidence. The probability of each scenario is calculated by dividing the prior × likelihood for that particular scenario by the sum of prior × likelihood for all the scenarios (including the planet scenario illustrated in Figure 5 ). Priors for each scenario are calculated according to §3.2, and the likelihoods are calculated by integrating the illustrated distributions over the observed measurement.
in §3: use the target star's position and KIC photometry to simulate the representative populations for each scenario considered, calculate the priors based on these simulations and various assumptions about stellar populations, measure the trapezoidal shape parameters of the Kepler-19b signal itself, and calculate the likelihoods for each scenario based on these measured shape parameters and the distributions of shape parameters of the scenario. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how the shape of the signal matches the typical shape of a transiting planet much better than any of the false positive scenarios. Assuming a 1% specific occurrence rate for planets like Kepler-19b, these calculations result in a FPP of 2.8%. Alternatively, a specific occurrence rate of about 6% would be required for FPP=0.5%-close to being securely validated. The most likely false positive is the HEB scenario ( Figure  4(c) ).
When generating the representative population for the true transiting planet scenario for this signal, I use the stellar parameters for KOI 84 provided in Batalha et al. (2012) (0.86 R , 0.91 M ), with 20% uncertainties. These notably do not agree exactly with parameters published in the discovery paper, determined from spectroscopic analysis (1.1 R , 0.97 M ). The effect of this discrepancy is visible in Figure 5 , where the measured slope parameter (T /τ ) of the signal appears to fall slightly above the main distribution of the simulated population: a smaller star will result in a smaller T /τ for a fixed value of R p /R . The result is that the likelihood of the planet signal is calculated to be lower than what it would be if the stellar parameters of the simulated population were correct, leading to an overestimate of the FPP. Since accurate stellar parameters will not necessarily always be available, this circumstance makes for a realistic test . The plots illustrate the three-dimensional probability distribution for the trapezoidal shape parameters for simulations of a representative population ( §3.1) of transiting planets around KOI 84. The radius distribution of planets in this population is chosen to be a narrow range centered on the radius derived for KOI 84.01 assuming it is a bona fide transiting planet. The spread and shape of this distribution are caused by different-sized planets in the simulation, different stellar properties (according to uncertainties in stellar radius and mass), and by variations in orbital inclination, which changes duration and slope in a correlated manner (bottomright panel). The assumed occurrence rate of planets in this radius bin for this calculation is 1% (see §3.4 for more discussion about this "specific occurrence rate"). The probability of the Kepler-19b signal being a transiting planet, given the false positive landscape illustrated in Figure 4 (constrained by only the signal photometry and KIC colors) is about 97%, giving FPP = 0.03. The signal does not fall quite exactly in the middle of the T /τ distribution because this population simulation uses photometrically estimated physical properties (mass, radius) for the the host star, rather than the more accurate spectroscopically derived properties. Note that uncertainties like this will tend to decrease the planet likelihood, and thus will contribute to overestimating the FPP.
case.
The next step in my re-analysis of the Kepler-19b FPP is to pretend that a single follow-up observation is available: a high-resolution spectrum from which T eff and log g of the host star can be accurately measured, to a precision of 80 K and 0.1 dex, respectively. The effect of this constraint is to rule out those binary and hierarchical scenarios from the population simulations that were initially allowed (since the overall colors matched the KIC colors), but whose temperatures or surface gravities are >3σ discrepant from this measurement. Figure  6 shows how the distribution of shape parameters for the HEB scenario changes under this constraint such that the measured Kepler-19b parameters are even more on the outskirts-the HEB instances that could mimic a transit shape were exactly the ones ruled out by the stellar characterization. Using the likelihoods and priors updated for this constraint, the specific occurrence rate assumption necessary to result in an FPP of 0.5% (f p,V ) for Kepler-19b is only 1.8%-small enough to result in a secure validation.
To investigate whether a single AO observation would have a similar effect, I remove the spectroscopic constraint and submit the simulated populations to the constraint of a generic deep AO image (∆K = 8 at 0. 7), ruling out all instances the false positive scenarios that ) under the constraint of spectroscopic characterization of the host star. The plots illustrate the threedimensional probability distribution for the trapezoidal shape parameters for simulations of a representative population (3.1) of HEB false positive scenarios, but only including those instances in which the spectroscopic properties (T eff , log g) of the primary star match those that were measured for KOI 84. Compare this distribution to Figure 4(c): the systems whose shape parameters overlapped with the properties of the measured signal are not allowed by the spectroscopic characterization-these correspond to the higher-mass systems illustrated in Figure 1 . This constraint allows for the signal to be validated, as the HEB scenario was the most-likely FP scenario before including the follow-up spectral information.
would be identified by this observation. This AO constraint alone also decreases the FPP enough to claim validation, though not quite as strongly as the spectoscopic constraint: f p,V = 0.03. The combination of the two constraints results in f p,V = 0.1%.
The conclusion of this investigation is striking: secure validation of the Kepler-19b signal with these methods would have been possible using either of two single-epoch follow-up observations: a high-resolution spectrum to measure the spectroscopic parameters or an AO image to constrain blends. With both of these observations, validation would be secure beyond doubt.
Kepler planet test sample
While Kepler-19b is an eye-opening individual example of the potential of this analysis to fully validate transiting planet candidates with very modest follow-up investment, it is just a single example. I thus identify a broader sample to test in a similar manner: 17 other known Kepler planets, selected to be all of the officially designated Kepler planets that do not show significant transit timing variations. 9 of these were confirmed with RV measurements, and the additional 8 were BLENDER-validated.
For each of these transit signals I follow the exact same analysis sequence as described above for Kepler-19b, using the same generic assumptions of a 200ppm secondary eclipse limit and a blend radius of 2 . I find that 4 of the 17 would have been validated with no follow-up observations at all, 6 require only stellar characterization to validate, 9 require only AO imaging, and all except 7 (all giant planets but 1) can be validated with the combination of both constraints. These results are summarized in Table 1 , which presents the values of f p,V for each sig- The results of applying this validation procedure to a sample of known Kepler planets, 9 of which were confirmed with RV measurements and 9 by BLENDER analysis (one by both). f p,V is the specific planet occurrence rate required to result in an FPP of 0.5% (Equation 8 ). When f p,V is significantly below a reasonable occurrence rate estimate, (Figure 2 ), I consider the planet validated (marked in bold). The 'spec' and 'AO' superscripts indicate the effect of incorporating spectroscopic and imaging follow-up observations. Most of the planets are validated with both types of follow-up; the ones that are not are nearly all giant planets. nal under the various constraints. A signal is considered validated when f p,V is significantly below the expected planet occurrence rate for a planet of that size-the values low enough for validation are bolded in the table. These results are quite encouraging, suggesting that perhaps many future Kepler planet validations will require only minimal follow-up observations.
Known false positives
Despite the encouragement of the above results, it is fair to ask whether this analysis is skewed such that it always returns a low false positive probability, and thus automatically tuned for easy planet validation. To address this concern, I investigate a sample of Kepler candidates known to be false positives.
KOI 552.01 ( Figure 7 ) is a Jupiter-sized candidate whose host star has a KIC-estimated T eff = 6018 K. This was selected as one of the candidates for followup with the SOPHIE spectrograph, and Bouchy et al.
(2011) measured it to have ∼km/s RV variation between two epochs. This suggests that the signal is likely caused by an eclipsing M-dwarf star rather than a giant planet. In addition, analysis of the spectra suggests that the temperature of the star is 6500 K, significantly hotter than the KIC estimate.
For KOI 552.01 I calculate FPP=0.90 (assuming a specific occurrence of 1%, appropriate for Jupiter-sized planets (Wright et al. 2012) )-in other words, this procedure clearly identifies this signal as a very likely false positive using only the photometry, and no follow-up information at all. Figure 8 illustrates how well the shape of the signal is described by a hierarchical system with an eclipsing binary. Conveniently, an HEB explanation for KOI 552.01 explains not only the eclipse signal but also the discrepancy between the KIC and spectroscopic T eff estimates: if this system is indeed a triple system with a primary with T eff = 6500 K and two cooler stars, then trying to interpret the broadband photometry of the whole system as a single star would naturally result in a cooler temperature estimate.
Similar analysis of 12 other KOIs that have been identified as false positives gives similar results, with all but one having FPP > 20%, and six having FPP > 80% (Table 2 ). Of these, 11 were identified as false positives by Santerne et al. (2012) and one (1187.01) was identified by Colón et al. (2012) to have a color-dependent transit depth. I assume a specific occurrence rate of 1% for all these candidates. All but 1187.01 have transit depth ≥ 0.4%; this is due to the way that the SOPHIE follow-up sample was chosen. Notably, many of these signals have T /τ parameter very close to 2, indicative of a V-shaped transit shape. This demonstrates that incorporating transit shape into this analysis allows this procedure not only to validate planets, but also to reliably identify likely false positives.
Testing assumptions and simulation variance
As mentioned in §3.1, the false positive calculations that this procedure delivers are dependent on a set of astrophysical assumptions. In addition, apart from a priori assumptions, the calculations are subject to intrinsic variance due to the fact that FP distributions used to calculated the likelihoods are the result of Monte Carlo simulations. To test the degree to which qualitative results depend on these effects, we repeat the calculations for the known planet sample many times, using different sets of assumptions. I repeat each test three times, with the full range of results for the final f p,V numbers illustrated for each test in Figure 9 . The tests are the following:
• The original simulations under the original assumptions (repeated three times). (2011) to have ∼km/s radial velocity variation between two epochs, suggesting a stellar eclipse rather than a transiting planet-an observed astrophysical false positive. The analysis presented in this paper gives an FPP of >90% for this signal, and this figure illustrates why: the shape of the signal is exactly consistent with what would be expected from a hierarchical triple system including an eclipsing binary. The ratio of the total transit duration to the ingress/egress duration. A value close to 2 is a V-shaped signal; a larger value indicates a more box-shaped transit. 4 False positive probability, assuming a specific occurrence rate of 1%. • The original simulations under the original assumptions, but using N = 100, 000 for the simulations (rather than N = 20, 000)
• N = 100, 000, changing the mass ratio distribution to be flat between 0.2 and 1 (rather than between 0.1 and 1)
• N = 100, 000, using the Dartmouth stellar models (Dotter et al. 2008) in place of the Padova models.
• N = 100, 000, increasing the "color tolerance" of the EB and HEB scenarios to 0.2; i.e. allowing all FP scenarios that match within 0.2 mag of the g−r and J − K colors, rather than 0.1 mag.
As seen in the figure, in only two cases do the range of results cross the nominal f p,V "validation threshold": Kepler-11g occasionally drops into validation territory, as does Kepler-7b, for one instance of the N = 20, 000 simulation. None of the planets validated with both followup observations from Table 1 cross over into the nonvalidation regime. We conclude that larger simulations are always better if possible, to reduce variance, but that N = 20, 000 is usually sufficient. While the exact value of FPP may change by a factor of a few from repetition to repetition, secure validations remain secure validations.
There are other input assumptions not tested by this exercise, but these are mostly trivial assumptions that can be tested on a case-by-case basis simply by adjusting the multiplicative factors that go into the prior calculation for a given scenario. These include stellar binary and triple fractions, the fraction of binaries that are in "short" orbits, the occurrence rate of planets around background stars, and the density of background stars returned by TRILEGAL. Adjusting any of these numbers changes the prior factor for that scenario, and correspondingly changes the false positive probability. If the FPP is small and one false positive scenario dominates, the overall FPP is directly proportional to the prior factor for that scenario (see the discussion in §5 of MJ11); e.g., if the HEB scenario is the most likely false positive for a particular candidate, doubling the assumed stellar triple fraction will approximately double the FPP (or, equivalently, double the f p,V required for validation).
RELATION TO MORTON & JOHNSON (2011)
While I have demonstrated that the results from this newly updated FPP analysis are reliable both with known planets and known false positives, I now briefly discuss why these results may differ from the individual FPPs published in . First of all, it is important to understand that the goal of the previous work was to demonstrate that, in general, Kepler candidates that pass all possible initial photometric vetting are very likely to be planets. That is, the MJ11 analysis is only strictly valid for signals that are not obviously V-shaped and whose light curves have been declared free from secondary eclipses.
As it turns out, many of the candidates from Borucki et al. (2011) were not in fact fully vetted. This was made clear in that paper, but this fact was not reflected in the KOI FPP table. In other words, there are some signals that are clearly V-shaped (a number of these are now in the known false positive sample discussed in §4.3), and likely also signals that show faintly detectable secondary eclipses. For such KOIs, it is probable that the final FPP will turn out to be significantly higher, as is the case for the sample of false positives detected by Santerne et al. (2012) .
The analysis of was neither a planet validation procedure nor a false positive detection procedure. Nor was its purpose to claim that the Kepler results are completely immune from the problem of false positives. Instead, its goal was to demonstrate that the a priori FPP for fully vetted Kepler candidates is typically low, thus suggesting that the overall sample of candidates generally reflects the properties of the true sample of planets (barring the existence of a pathologically large number of V-shaped signals among the candidate list). On the other hand, this work, having advanced the techniques of , is intended to validate candidates, using all available information on an individual basis.
6. CONCLUSIONS Transiting exoplanet surveys continue to grow much faster than the capabilities of traditional follow-up infrastructure. While the observations required to positively confirm candidates have always been the bottleneck for transit surveys, the Kepler mission has made this issue much more acute. Future ground-and space-based surveys will doubtless continue to produce orders of magnitude more candidates than can be securely confirmed either with radial velocity or transit timing variation measurements. As a result, the onus of confirmation for the majority of transiting planet candidates has shifted irrevocably from dynamical confirmation to probabilistic validation.
With probabilistic validation playing such a central role, the procedure I describe in this paper enables a revolution in how transit surveys could operate: validating more planets, using fewer follow-up resources. Recall what I have demonstrated about this procedure:
• It is efficient: an end-to-end FPP calculation for a transit signal takes only about 10 minutes as currently implemented-and there is room for further computational optimization.
• It often requires only one or two single-epoch follow-up observations (either spectral characterization, AO imaging, or both-and sometimes neither) to validate a true transiting planet.
• It can reliably identify false positives.
The benefits of applying this analysis to a large sample of candidates from a transit survey such as Kepler are evident. Spectroscopic follow-up can be prioritized in order of increasing FPP, likely leading directly to many validations. Preference for AO imaging can then be given to those candidates not validated with a spectrum. RV observations of likely false positives can be avoided, and more time devoted to RV measurements of likely planets or characterization spectroscopy. And the most resourceintensive follow-up tools, such as multi-band photometry, validation-inspired RV measurements, and the full BLENDER analysis, can be reserved for the most stubborn candidates-those that are not likely false positives, but resist validation even after spectral characterization and AO imaging. A good example of a candidate ideal for this last-stage analysis would be one with a residual FPP of 5-10% or so, for which AO imaging reveals a faint blended companion.
With regard to Kepler, I intend to apply this procedure to all of the remaining unvalidated KOIs, using whatever follow-up observations are available. There are several ongoing projects to spectroscopically characterize and obtain AO images of large numbers of KOIs; doubtless these efforts have already provided the measurements necessary to validate hundreds of planets.
The ultimate goal of this project is to make selfcontained, stand-alone transiting planet validation software available to the community. This will allow present and future transit surveys to apply this analysis at an early stage, hopefully enabling follow-up resources to be optimized and planet validations to be expedited. The hope is that with fewer observational resources dedicated to the task of planet validation, more can be devoted to detailed characterization of individual systems of particular interest. In addition, with large numbers of securely validated transiting planets, statistical population studies will become possible without worrying about any residual effects from false positive contamination.
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